
Why Choose Cedar Mulch 

Like other mulches, cedar mulch serves various purposes in the garden. It suppresses weeds, 

neatens the appearance of landscape beds, conserves water and diminishes soil erosion. In 

choosing which mulch to use, consider how often you want to replenish the mulch, the pres-

ence of insects in your garden, your budget, soil quality and environmental conditions such as 

rainfall levels. 

Mulch Explained 

Mulch is the organic material, typically shredded or chipped wood or bark, cocoa shells, pine 

needles or grass clippings, used in garden and landscape beds. When a bed is prepared and 

plants are placed, 2-3 inches of mulch layered on top of the soil and around plants minimizes 

weed growth, insulates the soil from heat and cold, and maintains moisture. 

Characteristics of Cedar Mulch 

Cedar mulch comes from the bark of the cedar tree, an evergreen that grows abundantly in 

U.S. Department of Agriculture plant hardiness zones 7 through 9. In mulch form, cedar is ei-

ther shredded or chipped. Shredded cedar mulch creates and airy, light layer over the soil. Its 

fine texture works best with smaller plants such as annuals and perennials. Cedar chip mulch 

is best used in beds that contain larger plants, such as bushes and trees, due to its heavy, 

denser nature. It is one of the more expensive types of mulch, so make sure the content is ac-

tually cedar. What is often labeled “cedar mulch” is in fact mulch made from other types of 

wood and then dyed. 

Benefits of Cedar Mulch 

Unlike many other types of organic mulch, cedar mulch resists decay, so it takes a lot longer to 

decompose than hardwood or leaf mulches. This means it won’t need to be replenished as 

frequently as hardwood or leaf mulch, either, saving time and money. It can also be a bit more 

colorful than other undyed wood mulches, adding a nice tan or reddish hue to the garden 

bed. The color caries depending on where the wood was harvested. 

The resins in cedar mulch also emit a pleasant scent, especially compared to some other 

forms of shredded wood mulch or compost. Anyone who has a cedar closet or dresser draw-

ers lined with cedar knows that cedar has pesticide properties and may keep certain types of 

insects away from plants. 



Drawbacks of Cedar Mulch 

Fresh cedar mulch uses the soil’s nitrogen as it decomposes, making that nitrogen unavailable 

for the plants it is protecting. This nitrogen issue affects only the soil in direct contact with the 

mulch and will now affect the plants as long as the mulch is not mixed into the soil. To avoid 

possible nitrogen depletion, periodically fertilize plants mulched with cedar. 

Repelling Insects 

Cedar wood contains natural oils and chemicals such as thujone that deter bugs. Cedar chips 

repel, kill or can inhibit insects such as termites, cockroaches, cloth-eating moths, carpet bee-

tles and certain ants, such as ordorous and Argentine. Spread cedar mulch around your gar-

den or landscape plants to keep insects away. 


